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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this field study was to develop and
iMpleMent a Model for the introduction of Mastery learning
at Chester High School in Chester,

Illinois.

In 1984-85

this researcher was naMed principal at Chester High School,
which is located in a

sMall~

blue-collar coMMunity.

AcadeMic achieveMent was not perceived to be at an
acceptable level.

The researcher felt that the introduction

of the Mastery learning techniqtAes suggested by BlooM and
others coMbir1ed with other pertinent research on effective
schools could have a positive effect on acadeMic
achieveMent.
Although this field s t udy was designed for Chester High
School,

it

May readily be adapted to serve as a referer1ce

for other sMall high s chools striving for a More effective
educational prograM.

It is divided into five chapters.

Chapter one provides backgroiAnd inforMation, a probleM
stateMent and delineates liMitations of the study.

Chapter

two provides a review of the literature on Mastery learning.
Chapter three addresse s planning for Mastery learning as it
relates to (1) outlining learning objectives,
forMative tests,
enrichMent, and
Chapter four

(3) prov i ding feedback,
(4)

(2) developing

correctives and

developir\g SUMMative exaMinations.

descri~es

the working Model for iMpleMentation

Mastery Learning

of Mastery learning developed by the writer.

Chapter five

provides results of the iMpleMentation of Mastery learning
at Chester High School.
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CHf.~F'TE!:;:

:1.

~~cKULQ~n~ LnfQ~~~tLgn

Over the past decade there have been a variety of
studies on effective schools and characteristics of
effective teaching.

There have been fewer studies, but

~uch

More publicity given to exposes of ineffective education
Many proposals to

systet'lS ..

~J

Y f! t: i f

OVf!r na nc: E·!"

r· E·! a 1

i~prove

school involve

c: h a n 9 <~ i s to o c: c u •- ,

:i. t

i s

~oney,

t: h ~:·~

instructional process which Must change.
The recent literature on school effectiveness concludes
that differences
a C: f'l i

€-~VE~I'l<~n

t h <:l t

had

a~ong

schools do affect

student~s

acadeMic

This literature challenges previous research

t.

f o tl n d u n e qua 1 a c <1 d <~ '"' :i c a c h :i. eve 1'\ en t

a function of

fa~ily

to b <~ p ,.. i

l'l a ... :i

1y

background and related variables
Easily Measured differences

aMong schools - class size? teacher salaries, nuMber of
books in the library, the reading series, the age of the
school building - were found to bear little relevance to
achieve~ent

:1. 9 B l :j

i'1u r· n

<ColeMan, 1968; Jencks, 1972; Purkey and SMith,

cll'l ~:~ ,

l 9 n0 ) ..

Stud :i. P~:; on th <~ d <·?t<~l"''l i n<:l nts of a c h :i. evet>H?.n"t: haVE.' t.HH;>n

c:cmc:E·!l''l'\t::•d

~Jith

var·iables l"E-!lat:i.n9 to <:1.> how <.:>c:hools and
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school districts are structured and Make decisions,
process of change in schools and school

districts~

the

(2)

and

(3)

the way in which classrooMs and schools can increase th0
aMount of tiMe spent on productive instruction.

Al ttwuqh

these variables are less susceptible to Mechanical changes
policy~

in

they are alterable

difficulty,

but often for

<Barr and Dreeban,

<BlooM,

1981) - generally with

l i ttle Money.

1977) in which each organizational layer

sets the context and defines tne boundaries for the layer
be·? low ..

level,

The locus of the educat1onal process is at the

the school, which

for~s

the iMMediate environMent in

which the classrooM achieveMent level is enhanced or
d :i. 111 :l n :i. s h c;~ d b y t h ~:! qua 1 :L t y o f

a c t i v :i. t y at t h c·? 1 e v c-: > 1

<=•

b o v c,;~ :l t .

It is through recognition of and action upon the nested
layer viewpoint that adMinistrators can iMpact Mastery in
'1:: h '"~

c: 1 .:1 !'> !'> ,.. o o 1)1 ..
0ft

<:l

C7!

proc:E·)S~:;

n t h c-: > ,.. E~ f o r· "' C..': ,.. ~:;
callc:·~cl

l'ld~:d:e::·~l"Y

.-,·,

n d c ,.. i t :i c s h a v e p o :i. n t: ~? d ·t: o

lE·~<:lrnin~J

a!:; an :i.ntc::)gr·aJ. p.:n·t of the::::

vast Majority of successful teaching and learning

we,.. <~· :i. n t r o cf u c ~:·~ cl b y B<·::· n j a Pl :i n B :l o o rl i n :l 9 f.) B ..
underlying princi p les have been applied by educators since

Plato and Socrates •
.:1 n cl => c h o o l i n f.l a 1 o n ~:J

r· <·~~=;<·:~a r· c h in 1 <·?a r· n :i. n9 a c: h :i. PV<':!I'l(·?n t

1:;:f!!C <-:~nt

t h r· e E-!

~; r::! p

tenets of Mastery learning.
1.

a r· .;;, t E·! 1 :i. n f~ <.:>

~=>up p o r·

t: t h <:·! b a s l. c

That research reveals:

a high relationship between achieveMent at
grade 3 and at grades 10 or 11.

2"

students

~cadeMic

self-concept is relatively

pos1tive for Most students during grades K-2.

self-concept of the top quarter of learners and
b o t: to Pl q 1..1. a r· t e r· o f

J. ~.:~ <:1 r n e ,~ s b e g l. n s a n d w:i. cl en~:;

each ye,:tr· ..
3.

student

under one-to-one tutoring

achieve~ent

is 98% higher than under conventional condit:i.on~:;

<BJ.ooP1.1 1.976).

While it is obvious that public: school systeMs cannot
pr·ovid<:·~

:i.~

:l

!Jr oup .... b<~s<'f!d

in~;trut.;;t;j,on.1
in~:;t ruci7:i.on

o f c: o n v €·! n t i on a l

l'l~t':itery

E'>:c<-?ed

i n <.:> t: r u c t :i. o n

lt'~at~n:i.n~J

thf~·

t:<-:~c:hnj,qu<~~~i

in

l<·?V<-?1 of leal"n:i.ng by B:'5%

( G u <:; I< ~~ y ,

:1. 9 El ~i )

•

The specific probleM to be explored is the organizat ion
o f t: h C·! t y p i c: .:1 l b u i J. cl :i. n q b y i t s a d 1•1 i n i

<.:> t: ,..

a to,.. t: o f o <:> t

£-! ,..

adaptation of Mastery learning to the classrooM.
princiole steps wi ll be discussed for
1.

i~ple~entation:

planning for Mastery learning.

t h <·:!

M,:1 ~:; t

E~ l-

y L. E• i:1 r· n :i. n 9
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3.

evaluating Mastery learning .

of Mastery learning? <iiscuss various ManageMent strategies
a ncl

~,.~.,.;·, y <:;

existing

of ''' d .::1 p t: :i. n~:.1
c~assrooM

I'! a<;; tf:!r·

J. <~!a r· n :i. ng p r· oc E-!clu r· E·!S t:o f i t

y

conditions and consider evaluation of

learning outcoMes w1th1n Mastery classrooMs.
P a r· E• n t s

'::;c hool

.

~·

t <':!a c h ~::> r· '::; . •

'::.·cud <-:• n t ':'; . .

a clt'l :L n :i. '::> t ·r- a tor· s .,

t a x p a y <-:! r '::; ,

Mast schools proviciR a successful learning

experience for only 25% of the i r students <Block, 1974>.
NuMerous proposals have been Made in recent national reports
Their suggestions range froM
More Money to better school buildings; froM longer clays to
Pl o ,- <::·!

f en· ~! i 9 n 1 .:1 n ~.:J u a r.J O::·! ~;

systeM for public an d
t:h<::·! point.

It

i

~,;

f r o l'l

Pl or· \:·:·

priv~te

d o u b t f u ~. t

iMprove student perforMance .

s c: h o o 1 cl a y s

schools.

i·1 d t:

t h <::·:· s E-:o

t o a v o u c: h ~) r

All of these
~; u g 9

Mis~

€·! s t i on s w:i. 11

Efforts by students and

teachers c re ate successful learninq experiences.

If

teachers do not iMprove the quality and effectiveness of
their instruction, students wi ll not learn any More than
they always ha ve; regardless of how Many f il Mstr ips they
see, or the nuMber of days or periods they go to school, or
w h :l c h s c h o o 1 t h <:~ y

a t ·t: <·~ n c! ..

Educators Must lea r n of and

7

practice More successful Methods of teachinq.
learning is one such Method.
The probleM is one of translating the eleMents of
appropriate ness and individualized help into classrooM
group-based instruction.

Over the last two decades Much

h~ s

been learned about the instructional process; yet little has
changed in the classrooM.
stu(J<.:>nts

1f?t:J\.. n

:in

d:i.ff<7~r·<::·nt

Educators know that different
V..t<:,y~:;?

that not

approaches are effective for all students.
t :i o n b ,. :i. n q s g r· <?. .:t t

p ,- o ~J ,- ~? s s b u t

:in<.:;trt.tctiona1

a11

I ncl i vidual i

t h E· d <-:-! t'~ a n d ~:; o f

-;,.~ ~:~ ·-

t h e c 1 a r,; ~;; r· o ot''

environMent Make individualization hard to accoMplish.
students deterMine their own individual pace, only the Most
highly Motivated students will learn at an acceptable rate.
ManageMent and curriculuM deMands Make individualization
E·~xtr·<::·~ Nely

<:liffic:ult: and it''pr·ac:t:i.c:al in

"'o~;t

schools.

What is needed is an approac h to teaching and learning
that provides appropriate instruction and individualization
:i n t h <·::> <.F cn.t p .... b a ~; f:~ d ~=; e t t :i n 9 o f
1'1 a s

t

€:.' r

y

t h e t y p i c <:l 1 c 1 a s s r· o o I'\ •

l E-~ a 1.. n i n ~:J p r o v i cl''~ ~:; t: h a t: "' p p 1· o <;) c: h ..

J: t

c: o 1'1 b i

\'H?. !;

wh a t

we know about effective teaching and learning in a set of
!!> o u n cl

i n s t n.t c: t: j, on a l

P\"O<:ed ur<~s

'fm..

p r· a c t i c: €·~ s ..

p1ann:i.ng and

Mastery learning provides

or·~~!aniz:i.ng

:inst·ruct:i.on w:i.t:h

regular feedback to students on their learning.
Yet despite research describing the effectiveness of

i'1 a s t: <:·~ r y

L. ~~~ '" r· n t n g

8
l'l a ~;; t f.~ 1- y

pas t

l

~:-~ c"'l" n

<~ x p E• r·

:i. n 9

i t: h a ~; ~:~ x p a n d (~~ cl

:l f? n c <~ s h a v ce tau t l h t

:i. nnov .:1t: ion!:.; ..

More likely,

f:1 cl u c

.:1 t

a

P E·~ l" h <:l p ~:;

it is because Nastery learning is
that can

~aterials

p u l" c: h a s c;~ d 1 i I< ~.:,~ a n ('£• w p h on i c: s p l" o q r· a l'l :;

Teac:h<::·~r·s'1

a d u a 1 r· a t f.~ ..

at o 1- ~,; to b e c a u t :i o u ~; o f n ~? w

not siMply a package of educational

l i ke the coMputer.

~J r

t t

:i. s

b~

not a n P w 9 a c1 g f.~ t

Mast e ry learning is a process.

l.l <.:>e of tht <:;

pl"OC:E·~ s s

i ~:;

c~~nt:l-<:11

to the

~;t.tc:c:es s

of

the Mastery prograM.
~.:.?.~ '·~~. t.\~ ~t t

L9. u~

f!.t

t 1:1. ~~ §. t ':\.~!.t.

The liMitations of this study were=
1.

The research data was developed for

iMple~en

tation in a unit district in a rural, bluecollar coMMunity.
2..

Although experiMent a tion with Mastery learning
tE·chn:i qu<::~ s occun-ed ~ no control
~~ <;? t i:l b

3.

~p.. oups

Wf.H'f:~

J. j, s h t-!d ..

The writer relied upon research foundations
J.a:i.d by BJ.ool'l?

c:~t ..

al.

fm-

par·aJ.lc~ls •

.P.~~Jj.DJ:.t) .9D.?.
Mastery learning as
three basic
:t..

appl~ed

to this study will include

factors~

A clear stateMent of desired

outcoMe~

Students

should clearly understand what outcoMe is
desired, why the outcoMe :is

i~portant

and how

9

the outcoMe will be assessed.
The teacher needs to receive feed-

'')

,;.. u

The assessMent of
student outcoMe shou l d closely correlate with
the stated desired outcoMe Ctest what we
teach and teach what we test).
Feedback should indicate the
strengths and weaknesses of the students i n
relation to desired outcoMe .

B.:1secl upon this

feedback, the teacher provides alternative
st

l" a '1': 12~ 9 i

e !:; t o

i n cl :L v j, d u a J. i

:<.~ e-~

have not achieved Mastery.

f o l" s t: u d E·~ n t s wh Cl

Master·y L<-?a\··n:i ng
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l):~ti9.IH!.t~

The researcher is an

with additional district-wide
Statistics~

excerpted

fro~

distl.. ict.

co~pared

<:n· e

responsibilities.

curriculu~

the 1987 school report card

pr·epared by the Illir1ois State Board of
thE~

at the building level

~dMinistrator

Education~

describe

The students i n the district are 98u9X white

to the state average of 67.1%; 18.8% of the students

f \'' o 1'\ 1 ow- j, n c: o 1'\ £:~

average of 29.1%.

f a 1'1 :i. J. i

E·~ s .1

wh i c h :i. s

Th<:.- attc:?nda nee

state average of 93u8%.

\~ ate

1 owe\~ t h a n t h e s t a t

E.'

of 94. 3% is above tiH?

Average class size of 22.5 and 13.9

at the grade school and high school are lower than the state
average 23.2 and 19u7.

Ele~entary

prol'\otion rate of 1.6%.
gradu.:1tion

The high school reported a

of '76 .. 9Y..

r·atf.~

students have a non-

ACT

sco1~e~;

fm~

hi~Jh

~;chool.

students (19.'7) were above the state average of 18.9.
Perforl'\ance characteristics of the students on norl'\
referenced achieveMent tests were low-average across grade
1 eve~ l..

The above statistics reveal an average Illinois public
s c: h 0 () J. cl i s t ,.. i c: t .

The only s tatistic drastically different

f r o I'I s t a ·t.? aver· a g e !:> :i s
acl~inistrator,

<·:d: h n :t c: c: D 1'1 p o sit i on ..

As a school

it is the researcher's philosophy that the

current statistical definition of average is not good enough.

Mastery Learning
:1. :l

The-) Gallup Poll on educat:ion <Phi I>elta 1"\appan., l9B7)
reveals a slight increase in the
give schools above average

nu~ber

~arks.

of respondents who

This is due in large part

to the increased awareness of the effective school

~ove~ent.

Only 56% of parents surveyed gave schools above average
~arks

and 6:LX of non-parents polled gave schools
Those

A~ericans

who are

~est

~arks

of average

likely to give the

high grade s are the best educated and those in higher

inco~e

Those least likely to award local public schools
high

~ar·ks

tend to be younger,

less affluent, residents of

central cities, and non - white"
A

troubleso~e

point in these statistics is the negative

correlation between the level of satisfaction with the public
schools and the already evident

de~ographic

shifts of the

The population groups Most likely to grow are
those least likely to express satisfaction with public
schools ..
that the

T h i s p l" o b J. e t'l :i. !:>
refer~

~oveMent

students of below-average
one of these factors,

t~ x a c €·) r

b a t e cl b y t h e p u b 1 i c: ' s

f

€·) f:·) 1 i

ng

has iMproved schools least for
ac:hieve~ent.

Barring a change in

it is reasonable to

assu~e

the grading

of public schools will decline in the near future unless
schooling

beco~es

~ore

effective for all, not just those who

currently do well.
E~Yi~~

gf

th~ L~!~r~tyrg

The succeeding review of research and literature will

':>
1 •··

focus upon the historical

develop~ent

of

~astery

learning and

coMparisons with other systeMs.
Educators have long held to the belief that all children
can learn well if the instruction is appropriate to the
studE)n·t ..

This perspective can be found in the writings of

early educators

<Bloo~,

1974) and is a basic preMise of

Mastery learning.
John B" Carroll?s article in 1963 "A Model for School

Carroll?s article focused attention upon tiMe as an alterable
learning variable.

A student' s aptitude for learning could

be expressed as a MatheMatical ratio of:
opportunit·y ·-·the ti.Plc·:·) allc)wed fol..

l€~arnin~J,

l ..

11

2"

perseverance - the aMount of tiMe the learner is
willing to engage actively in learning, and

:3..

aptitude ·-·

Ca r· 1.. o 1 1 '1 ~.;

the~

aPlOLtnt of t:iPH? nec-?dc-?d to learn .... "

l'l a t: h c;~ l'l .:1 t j. c: a

J.

1.. a t

:i. C) c: a n t: h e n b f.~ e x p 1- e s s <:-~ d a ~; ~

t: ii'H?. nE)ed eel

This view of learning

ti~e

as an alterable variable leads to

the realization that there need be no under achievers.
coMplete Model involves five eleMents:
(1)

aptitude - the

a~ount

of tiMe needed to learn

under optiMal instructional conditions,
to understand inst ructio n?

(2)

ability

<3> perseverance - the

The
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aMount of tiMe the learner is willing to engage
actively in learning •• "

(4) opportunity- tiMe

allowed for learning? and

(5) the quality of

instruction"""
article was a significant contribution to

Carroll~s

learning theory"

Particularly iMportant was the identi-

fication of factors that influence learning in school
settings.

The Model set forth new guidelines for research

into the concept of aptitude, and also offered an optiMistic
view of learning potential and the potential for schooling.
It stopped short of providing a definite prescription for
instruction"

The probleM of how to iMprove instruction in

order to iMprove learning was left unresolved.
Mastery-type approaches have been used for Many years
(e.g. Washburne,

1922)~

b11t the researcher Most responsible

for the renewed interest in the topic is BenjaMin BlooM"
Parsons (1978) refers to ''the BlooM concept."
During the

1960's~

BenjaMin BlooM pioneered research on

huMan variability, especially in terMs of learning.
was iMpressed by the optiMiSM of

Carroll~s

BlooM

perspective on

learners, particularly that students varied in terMs of tiMe
required for learning rather than ability to learn.

BlooM

believed that by attending to the instructional variables
under the teacher?s control - the opportunity to learn and
quality of instruction - the teacher should be able to ensure

Mastery Learning
:1.4

that:

E~ach

In

child at:t:ain a

~ost

traditional

Pl"ec:le~t<:·:•n\lined
classroo~

l.:~vt~l.,

callE-~d

settings, all students are

provided with the saMe opportunity to learn and the
ins tl~ uc ·t :ion ..

Those

students~

sa~e

for whoM the instruction is

Those, for
:i n a p p l" o p l" i a t e '!

J\last£·~l"Y•

1 e a r· n 1 e s s we 11 "

who~

it is

BlooM set out to design an

instructional strategy that would alter the opportunity to
learn to Meet the learning rate of all students ..
of Mastery learning is based on the siMple belief that all
children can learn when provided with conditions appropriate
for their learning.
In seeking to devise a More appropriate learning
strategy BlooM drew 11pon knowledge of the

~ost

ideal teaching

situation, one to one tutoring, particularly the work of J.
Dollard and N.E. Miller (1950).

BlooM felt that dividing the

Material into sMaller learning units and checking on the
progress at the end of each unit were useful instructional
However, to be an iMproveMent these Must be
paired with a feedback and correctives process.
the teacher could diagnose individual learning difficulties
and prescribe reMediation procedures.
BlooM outlined such a teaching/learning strategy in his
al-tic:l€·)

"Le-)al-nin~;J

fo1..

Ma~:>tc·~ry"

(1.968)..

With this

st:l-at<:·~gy

the Material to be learned during the terM is divided into
s~aller

units of a week to two weeks in duration.

A 'f t: <~ l" e a c: h

Master·y

l...f.:>al~n:i

n£1

unit is presented a test is adMinistered to check on student
1 e~ a 1.. n i nq •

This test serves to check learning at that point

and provide feed-back to teacher and student.
provided with suggestions and correctives to recoup any
Students need work on only those sections not
Thus the results of this forMative test are both
diagnostic and prescriptive.
Following corrective work, a second parallel forMative
test is adMinistered to assure all have Mastered the Material
in the unit.
Mastery theorists offer the proMise of an equality
seldoM attained in schools - equality of educational
ou tc Ol'les ..
pl.. ocluc:E~

BlooM claiMs that Mastery learning strategies can

out:c:oPlE~s

that

an.~

r.~qual

fol~

all

stl.tde-~nts

..

He

~~ ncl

h :i. s

students have been able to produce strong achieveMent effects
with Mastery learning.

SoMe of these approach raising the

achieveMent of 90% of students in Mastery conditions to
levels achieved by only t:he top 10% under nonMastery
c ond :it :ions

( [·U. ool'l, :l <-;7 6) ..

Bloc:!< and F.<urns.1 1.9"76) ar·e

Block'1 s
aJ.~:;o

f:ind:in~Js

opt:i.1•1:i.~>tic:

..

<Block, :l97:L:;
B 1 oc k

cone 1 ud E~d

after a review of over 50 studies of Mastery learning that
the achieveMent of "75% of students can be raised to standards
previously attained only by 25% of students.

Bt.n· ns

exaMined results of 157 Mastery learning studies.

Cl. 979)

He founcl

results of :L07 of the studies were statistically significant

Mastel-y Learning
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in favor of Mastery learning.

HyMan and Cohen <1979)

concluded on the basis of studying Mastery learning in 3,000
schools over· 15 year·s that

l'l<~stery

was "consistently P\or·e

effective than traditional curriculuMs. "
BlooM suggests that current school practices exacerbate
i n i t i a 1 i n cl :i. v i d u a 1 d i f f e l .. E-~ n c e ~:; a n d 1 e a d to i n c: r· e a s i n g 1 y

unequal and artificial educational outcoMe s
l980)n

(1971, 1976,

He sees the widening gap between capable and less

capable students as an artifact of current schooling
p r· oc: ~:~sses.

A st:ude.-1nt who

begins a learning sequence by perforMing poorly on the first
step perforMs ever More poorly on the second step because he
lacks soMe of the prerequisites; he Misses More prerequisites
at each successive step, getting further behind.
acadeMically rich get richer and the poor, poorer.

Thus the
This,

BlooM argues, is why the achieveMent variance observed
aMongst 7th graders is greater than the gap in 1st grade.
This ever increasing gap is the result of eq ua l tiMe devoted
to learning tor all

stud~ntsu

BlooM suggests the way to

decrease the gap between students is to provide students with
<"-' x tr a 1 <?a l- n :i ng t

:i.I'H~?

:in th os<·:! p l- ~~r· e qui s :i tes wh <-::or· f:~ they a r f.~

deficient, before preceding to the next step.
Leyton <Guskey, 1985) was interested in procedures
that Might be used to enhance entry skills of ill prepared
stud<?nts ..

He believed that taking a brief period at the

Mastery Learning
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beginning of a

ter~

to identify and then reteach these

necessary skills Might greatly enhance
the course.

students~

learning in

To test this idea, Leyton designed a study that

involved four groups of students.

These students were then

treated with four conditions; conventional instruction,
conventional with review, Mastery learning and
learning with review.
eMployed~

When conventional

~astery

~ethods

only were

only 8 percent of the students attained Mastery.

In the group where convent i onal instruction was coMbined with
review, 28 percent achieved Mastery.

Forty-three percent of

students taught under Mastery learning conditions achieved
Mastery.

Where Mastery learning was coMbined with review 61

percent of the students achieved Mastery.

Co~bining

Mastery

learning with an early review of the pre-requisites for the
class resulted in a Mastery rate More than seven tiMes
conventional Methods.
A wide variety of prograMs and techniques have evolved
for applying BlooM's ideas irl Modern classrooMs.

In soMe

cases this variation has led to confusion as to what Mastery
learning is or is not.
Mastery learning has been confused with personalized
systeMs of instruction (Keller, 1968).

The PSI Model is an

individually based, student-paced approach to instruction in
which students typically learn independently of their
classMates .

It is an extension of prograMMed instruction

Mastery Learning
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with feedback provided by people.
pace and

on only after

~ave

Students work at their own

de~onstrating

100%

~astery.

Students May retake Mastery tests without penalty and if they
fail to achieve

~astery,

<Kul:i.k, Kulik cHH:I Cohen,

they repeat the original instruction
l9"79) ..

Mastery learning is a group-based, teacher-paced
approach to instruction in which students learn cooperatively
with their classMates.

It is designed for use in the typical

classrooM setting of 25 or More"
deterMined by the teacher ..

The pace of instruction is

Support for this idea coMes froM

studies that show eleMentary children lack the ability to be
self-Motivated

<Reiser, 1980; Ross and Rakow,

1981).

A high

level, but not perfect, of Mastery is required on each test.
This is in recognition that=
(1)

not all learning follows the saMe sequence

for all
perfect~

1ear·nf~)"~:> .,

and

(3)

(2)

test:s May be

les~:;

th<H\

perfect perforMance May be an

unrealistic standard ..
Ln~t[U[t~Qn!~ b~~~![!~~rr

It is iMpossible to overeMphasize the iMportance of
adMinistrative support for Mastery learning.

In fact cur·r·ent

research reveals that the principal May be the pivotal
:i. nd :i vi d u<o~ 1 ..

While a teacher can certainly iMpleMent

~astery

learning within an individual classrooM, only the building
ad~inistrator

can institutionalize Mastery concepts and Make

Mastery Learning
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theM practical on a building wide level

<Barber, 1979>.

One of the Most iMportant aspects of adMinistrative
support is recognition that the use of Mastery requires Most
teachers to Make changes.

Undoubtedly there are teachers who

intuitively use Most or all of the principles of Mastery
learning in their teac h ing.

But the

~ajority

of teachers

find that it requires theM to alter the way they plan or to
revise their instructional
take

for~at.

Changes such as these

Only the adMinistrator can Make this tiMe

ti~e.

available and encourage a

s~hool

cli~ate

conducive to change.

The best adMinistrative suppor·t is based upon collaborative
planning, collegial exchange? and Mutual adaptation
<Mclaughlin, 1978>.
Many

ad~inistrators

show their interest and support for

Mastery learning by attending worksh ops and participating in
develop~ent

activities with teac h ers.

This helps theM becoMe

More faMiliar with the process and gives theM a better
understanding of the work involved for teachers <Delseni,
1981).

SoMe adMinistrators further facilitate collegial

exchange by scheduling a COMMon planning period once a week
for those teachers using Mastery learning.

FurtherMore, Most

adMinistrators encourage teachers to try Mastery learning on
a sMall scale experiMental basis at first and usually only
ask volunteers to participate initially in the
These successful volunteers serve as credible

progra~.

~odels

for

Mastr,~r·
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teacher·s ..

oth(-:>\~

The challenge for the

ad~inistrator

is to

create an atMo s phere of positive change and institutionalize
a structure which

~akes

adaptation of

~astery

possible.

AdMittedly a voluntary approach is likely to result in slower
and More gradual change.

But changes that do occur typically

endure because teachers have established ownership of the
change ..
and

Mandated, top - down? changes are

seldo~

seldo~

last once the original Mandate is
The challenge for the

successful

re~oved

ad~inistrator

<Purkey
as

instructional leader is to lead the horse to water and cau s e
it to enjoy drinking ..
Nearly all of the literature on effective schools
<Brookover, 1982;

EdMond s ~

1979; Hoover, 1978) eMphasizes the

iMportance of the school principal in bringing about high
levels of student achieveMent.
succ:e-~s s ful.

adiY!:ini s tTat:ion can

The specific behaviors for
b(:·~

cliviciE~d

l.nt:o t:wo

catE·~gm.. :i.E~s;

the role of instructional leader and change agent <Brookover,
e~t.al.

l9B2>.

The leadership role in establishing an effective
instl"UC:t:i.onal

is less

pt~ O ~Jl" <'llY!

i~portant

is fort:..~l'lo <;;t.

that the

The style of leadership

acco~plish~ent

of the tasks that

The principal Must provide leadership to
establish clearly identified and specific learning objectives
at each grade level and for each course.
that all

~e~bers

I t is irlpOl" tant

of the staff understand what is to be

Mastery Learning
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achieved at each grade level and course; or they are likely
to go in Many different directions.

AgreeMent on the

objectives is essential for evaluating the school 1 s
<~f f<~ct i

veness.

alone~

but Must provide the leadersh i p and the structure to

The principal cannot do all these tasks

do so ..
SoMe di s trict s are beginning to exaMine whether changing
the way educational decisions are Made can serve as another
tool to increase student achieveMent.

This new style of

decision Making is called variously "school based
1'\anagei'H'H \'t:,"
l'l<Hia9<~1'H~\Yt

11

"~;it:r:~

and f i

based
't7~5

t'\ana~:J<::•t'lent,"

or "builcl:i.ng

bClSE·~cl

:i. nto an otd:c Ol'les-based phi 1 osophy.

It

offers the preMise the1t by Mobilizing resources at the school
level children's learning can be affected.
ManageMent is a process

th~t

School

ba~:.ed

involves the individuals

responsible for iMpleMenting decisions in actually Making
thosr:..? ci<:-)C:i!:;ions"

In general, under school based ManageMent,

decisions are Made at the level closest to the issue being
This is the decision Mak i ng Model being utilized
to proMote outcoMe-based education in the study.
based ManageMent is working well, More decisions flow up
through the systeM than down froM the top.
ManageMent is based on two fundaMental beliefs :

1..

Those Most closely affected by decisions ought to
play a signific a nt role in Making those decisions.

Mastery Learning
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Educational reforM will be Most effective and
long-lasting when carried out by people who feel a
sense of ownership and responsibility for the
process (AMerican Association of School AdMinistrator·s,

19H8).

Today, Many ManageMent experts -

in the private sector

as well as in the public schools - cite the advantages to
systeMs that shift decisions to levels Most directly
af·fc~cted .

In

li~u~tL~U~i?

Naisbitt paints out the trend

toward decentralized decision Making throughout the private
SI~Ctl)l" •

decision,

1-1~?

acids,

~ust

that decision."

"Pc-:?opl~?

whose lives at-e affected by a

be part of the of the process of arrivi n g at
(AMerican Association of School

AdMinistrators, 1988).
Although Peter Drucker, generally considered the dean of
AMerican

Manage~ent

experts, does not advocate decentraliza -

tion as extensive as is
based

Manage~ent,

conte~plated

he does

e~phasize

by proponents of school
how iMportant it is for

Managers to pay attention to the needs of

e~ployees

<AMerican Association of School AdMinistrators, 1988).
One has to assuMe,
b £-! i

n~J

first,

that the individual huMan

at wm-1< I< nows tH-d:t(:"?l- th .an anyone e 1 !:>e what J\ta l«·:~s h :i. Pt or·

her More productive, and what is helpful or not helpful.

One

assuMes, seco ndly, that to be fully productive, people of
knowledge and skill need to take responsibility.

I ·t: ,.. e qu :i. r· f:~s

Mastery Learning

willingness on the
syste~atically

e~ployer's

part to ask eMployees

and to listen to their answers.

After agreeMent upon objectives is obtained, standards
of

rla!:.·t:<~ry

I'H.\!;;t be

Th<-? st<:t'ff I'H.lst fil"St

s<~t:.

agr· f.~(-:>

standards to be set and then adopt an instructional

on the
progra~

to in!;un:.• that all sbH:l<-?lTts actually attain tiH? standiHds
The instructional leader plays a
developing and Maintaining these high
Scheduling

devices~

~ajor
nor~s

role in
and expectations.

inservice p r ograMs and budget planning

Must be used by the instructional leader to carry out the
'''"' s tE-~r y p r Dl.~ r a'''·

Both

for~ative

be available for teachers to
objectives at appropriate

and

~easure

but is up to the principal to

tests should

all of the various

Teachers and other

ti~es"

personnel can contribute to the

su~~ative

develop~ent

~ake

of such tests,

certain that appropriate

tests are available and are representative of the learning
objectives <Brookover, et.al.

:1.982) •
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t~!nn~na

Planning for
tasks ..

~astery

tl!~t~Ll

learning involves a nuMber of

First teachers Must review t h eir Materials to decide

thE-.> c: on tent to be taught..

This p 1·ocess is c:a ll.ed v.:.-11Ld. ng

<Block and Anderson, 1975).
about:

fQL

:3

t-~Jhat

new

conc:<;o~pts

It i n volves Making

judge~ents

ancl i nfOl""Pl.:d:ion .:n·e :i.P)pm··t.:-m t fen· a 11

students to learn well and at what level of BlooM's taxonoMy
The decisions can be
outlined in a table of specifications <BlooM, Madaus,
Hast:ings.1 1.981.).

The table outlines what is to be taught and

Makes clear the criteria to be used to evaluate the students'
lear·n:i.ng ..
The second step in planning involves the developMent and
organization of forMative

tests~

correctives and enrichMents,

and SUMMative tests.
In the third step, attention centers on Managing and
coordinating Mastery learning in the classrooM.
tasks include inforMing students of the intentions and
procedures of Mastery learning and then adMinistering the
cycle of instruction - diagnostic testing - correctives and
enrichMents- diagnostic testing (Guskey, 1985).
Mastery learning can be adapted to a wide variety of
teach :t n~_:J sty 1 es ancl :l nstn.t c t :i. on a 1 PH?th <Jd s.
dictates in this Matter.

Yet it does iMply a change in the

Mastery Learning

teacher's role in the
is very

co~petitive~

classroo~.

cre~ting

teacher serves as a rule

In Most

classroo~s

winners and losers.

~aker

learning

The

and director of coMpetition

who is r·esponsible for Making judgeMents, evaluations and
classification of students.
Under Mastery,

learning

beco~es

More cooperative -

students are graded on criterion-referenced standards.

It is

no longer detriMental for students to help one another.

In

fact teachers often find peer tutoring begins spontaneously
as both a corrective and an enrichMent activity

<Guskey,

1980).

Planning for Mastery learning involves (1) outlining
learning objectives,

(2) developing forMative tests,

(3) providing feedback, correctives and enrichMent, and
(4) developing suMMative exaMinations.

The first task in Mastery learning is to set out what
specific tasks students are expected to learn.
referred to as learning objectives.

These are

Learning objectives

describe the skills and abilities students are to acquire.
This requires that iMportant decisions be Made as to what
learning is essential.

Learning objectives focus

instructional activities and add precision to procedures for
evaluating students'

learning.

Maste1··y I... E~.:ll"l'll. ng
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B. S. BlooM, J. T. Hastings, and G. F. Madaus (1971>
point out::
The

us€~·fuln€~ss

of a

~:;truch.u·e

fen·

learning has to do with the ability
of students to coMprehend it and use
it as an organizing factor in their
J.eal"ning.

There is no relationship

between the usefulness of a structure
for scholars and its usefulness <and
Meaningfulness) for students.

(pg.

12)

Research on "advance organizers" in instruction
<Ausubel~

1963, 1978>, has shown that ideas are More readily

grasped and retained when learned in relation to one another
rather than in isolation.

Guskey (1985) lists the following

key eleMents for organizing learning goals into learning
u n:i ts ::
:!. •

T h <.~ f j, n a 1 l e a r· n i n !;J g C) a l
!:>p <o?.C :i

2.

to b e a t t: a i ned

l'l us t

b £')

f:i.ed ..

The final learning goal Must be analyzed to
identify the steps that are necessary to reach the
goal..

3.

The steps Must be ordered in an appropriate
sequence to facilitate learning and provide for
steady and
<pr~.

20>

r-<~)~~ular

IH·ogl"ess towa1·d the goal.
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Attention to these will help to keep teachers focused on
the final goal and the sequence of steps required to reach
that goal .
The process of analyzing a learning goal and organizing
to reach that goal is a natural part of teaching but teachers
Must institutionalize the process to be effective.

To do

this a learning, or suMMative, goal MUSt first be analyzed in
terMs of the parts that need to be Mastered.

Those parts are

then organized and arranged in an appropriate

sequen~e

learning steps"

of

Each of the steps or learning units Must be

Mastered while progressing to the final goal.
The next step in the planning process is to specify the
learning objectives of each learning unit.

To do this, any

new knowledge to be taught Must be identified.

Teachers Mu s t

also Make clear what students are to do with the knowledge"
A useful way to outline content and resulting behavior is to
construct a two-diMensional table referred to as a table of
specifications .

A table of specifications is an outline of

the learning objectives for each unit.
clarity to daily teaching"

It adds precision and

It serves as a guide ·for

consistency between learning cJbjectives and procedures for
checking students'

learning progress (see Appendix A>.

A table of specifications May illustrate the relationships aMong content eleMents;
necessary to a procedure.

that knowledge of facts May be

A table of specifications will

Mastery Learning
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also help reveal gaps in instruction.
Outlining learning objectives and preparing tables of
specifications clearly illustrates the iMportance of
decisions Made by teachers using

~astery

learning.

Developing a table of specifications coMpels teachers to be
very conscious of those

judge~ents

and decisions and to Make

theM in an explicit way.
Mastery learning as a process is neutral with regard to
the type of instruction or Model of teaching.
support for a single Most effective Method of instruction.
Certain techniques have been found to be superior to others
fm· teaching c<:?l"t<dn ldnds of sldlls <Gagne,

:L9'74,

:l9'77),

but

no single Method has proven effective in all contexts.
are eleMents that characterize good teaching and
presentations of new Material.

A clear developMental

sequence of ideas and diversity of activities to enhance
j. nvol.VE·) I'lf:mt

arE~

:i.Plpor·tant

re:·~.~ cl l"dless

of the insi':ruc:tional

But research has shown that the

~ost

effective

teachers are those who have a broad repertoire of tactics and
can select the Most appropriate

~odel

of teaching

<Lortie,

:1.97~i).

terMs of their aptitudes and learning styles,

~ethods

appropriate for Most s tudents May be inappropriate for soMe.
Since we are interested in the learning of all students it is
iMportant to identi fy tho se who have not been successful with

L•~a\.. n:i.n£1
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the first instructional Methodology.
alternatives

~ust

lnstr·uctional

be planned for these students.

identified through the use of

for~ative

testing.

EQC~~t~~~ I~§t~nu

The

~din

purpose of

froM placeMent or

su~~ative

i n f or 1'1 a t: i o n on stu cl E~ n t
i~portant

for~ative

!!; '1

testing, as differentiated

testing,

is to provide short-terM

l e a r· n i n g p r· o g 1.. e s s •

that both teachers and students understand that
F !)l"'l'la t:i ve tests

forMative testing is an instructional tool.

May take Many forMs but the Most iMportant characteristic is
that they provide students with precise and
feedback on their learning progress.

ForMative tests serve

as a guide for the correction of errors
original instruction.
the-~

f:~lerH?.n'l::s

of

t:hf.~

i~~ediate

~ade

during the

ForMative tests need to address all

instruction essential to the

lf.·~<H·rd.ng

task, but should be liMited to those eleMents that forM the
basis for concepts or ideas.

For~ative

tests should contain

the following eleMents, according to Guskey <1985).

1.

A good forMative te s t should be clear and legible
to all

2.

stud!-?nt~:..

A £10od fm"rlat:i.ve tE.:-st

~;hould

contain

pn~c:i~>e

directions that are stated in clear and siMple
lan~JUi:I~JE~.

3.

A good forMative test requires a MiniMal aMount
of

c: 1 a s s t :i. 1'1 €·~ ..
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4.

Good fon•lat:ive

b::-~:,b;

usually :include "sp:lr·aling"

i t€-~l'lS"

5.

A good forMative test should be well Matched with
a table of specifications.

It is essential to Mastery learning to have a parallel
forMative test to each learning unit.

The second forMative

exaM is to be adMinistered to students who did not attain
Mastery on the first forMative test for the unit.
as a check on the corrective process.
exaM~

It Must be a parallel

one that tests the saMe content and student learning.

f~~~~~f~~ ~Q!!§fljy~§ ~D~ fD!ifh~~Dt

The feedback and correctives process is the Most
critical eleMent of Mastery learning.

It is that aspect that

Most <:learly differentiates Mastery froM More traditional
approaches to instruction.

The Major purpose of providing

feedback is to help students identify what they have learned
we 11 and what thE:·)Y ne<-:·)cl to sp E-md MOl" e t: i t•le on.
vehicle for this feedback is the
he-)lp

studt·~nts

for~ative

test.

The p l" i t•la r y
It should

idE-mti fy the it•lp cn·tant elet•lents in the lt.•ssorl

and tell theM how well they have learned those eleMents.

It

should clarify for students what they are expected to learn
and how well they have learned.
The results of forMative tests provide teachers with two
iMportant kinds of feedback; first, an explicit description
of each students' learning progress and second, inforMation

~1

aster· y 1... e a r n :i. n ~~
:3:1.

about the effectiveness of the original instruction.
results of the

for~ative

test can delineate for teachers what

they taught well and what they did not.
that

infor~ation

i~prcving

The

Teachers May use

to concentrate their efforts toward

their teaching.

If learning

outco~es

are to be iMproved after forMative

testing, the results Must be paired with specific activities
for reMedying the learning deficiencies.
Correctives

are known as correctives.

These activities

~ust

teac h the

sa~e

Corrective activities Must provide an

originally taught.

alternative pathway to learning.
the Material differe ntly

the way it was originally

fro~

prese nt ed o r involve the students in learni ng in a way that
is different

fro~

It is essential that

the original.

correctives provide students with a successful learning
ex per :i(-;~ nc e ..
~?. ~l rl'.~ ~

t. i Y..f:t I €t§.t!.~}.9.
To

a

syste~

deter~ine

if

~astery

learni ng has the intended effect

of evaluation is needed.

Eva ltt<~ t :ions l'l•":l y

~;e,··

v<-:.• l'la ny

purposes, but our· focus is upon evaluating Mastery learnings
iMpact at the classrooM level.
this level is to
1.

The purpose of evaluation at

ascerta1n~

wh ether the introduction of

~a stery

learning

Mastery Learning
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2n

wh a ·t: c h a n g (~~ s

3.

how application of the process

Whatever
~ust

for~

h a v ~?

0

c: c: L\ r ,- e d .,

be

i~proved.

of evaluation is used, student learning

be the focus of the evaluation.

~astery

~ight

To

deter~ine

whether

learning has truly helped students learn very well,

it is necessary to gather evidence on their level of
a Chi f~Vf.:OPH?Ylt •

Three different types of

achieve~ent

data can

be cclllected at different t i Mes during the instructional
Data May be gathered before instruction begins, while
instruction is in progress 7 and when the instruction cycle is
Pretests May be used before instruction begins to
assess whether students have the necessary prerequisites and
to assess knowledge of the Material the teacher will present.
The result s of

for~ative

tests can be very useful in

evaluating the Mastery learning process.
offel- a

~.;oul" Ce

~~~V<:lluatin~J

of d<:lta for

learning process is work i ng.
achievf~l'lE-~nt:

infort>lat:ion for

how well the l'lastf:H·y

The Most iMportant sources of
~:~valuating

r>lastel-y learn:i. ng a1··e

the SUMMative evaluation results.
Another very iMportant aspect of learning outcoMes
centers on the way the student s feel about the subject they
are studying, their teacher, and school in general.

These

feelings are usually referred to as student affect <Anderson,
l9BU ..

The relationship between learning and student affect

is reciprocal in nature"

The affective influences learning

Mastery Learning

and positive learning influences the affective.

.. y

Mast€-~,

learning theory recognizes the strong influence student
affect can l1<:1ve upon

lf.>an1in~J

<BloOJ'l, 1.976, Gusl<ey, l.98::'i)

N

The attitude of students toward learning is a priMe detriMent
of classrooM s uccess.

Classroo~

success in each Mastery unit

influences students? feeling and attitudes toward each
suc:c:e£.~cling

unit ..

There 1s a variety of iMportant affective outcoMes that
can be assessed - acadeMic: self-esteeM, interest in the
subject,

attitudes~

preferences ? etc.

The two which are of

acadeMic self-esteeM and interest in the subject.
perc:E~ption

of h:i.r1sel f as a

l~.:·~arner

in the school

his acadeMic self-esteeM <Anderson, 1981).

A per· son'~ s
s<~)·tt :i.ng

is

I nfol"J'la tion on

students'~

acadeMics self-esteeM c:an be gathered in a variety

of ways ..

The Most coMMOn technique is the use of a short

questionnaire

(sE~E~

Chaptt~l..

~5

for an exal'lple).

Interest in the subject i s a feeling that il'lpels
a person to seel< out things - people who are interested in a
subject want to find out J'HJl"f:! and g<:.:ln a better· t.mdel"stand i

n~J

..

Again, the Most eff i cient way to assess student

interest in a subject is through the use of a questionnaire.
I:~E-)SC-!al-cl'l

indicates that c> t hel- il'lpol-tant J.ea1·ning

outcoMes can be proMoted through the introduction of Mastery
1£-)ar·ning ..

Many studies on effective schooling have centered
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upon the percentage of

ti~e

that students are actively
The More tiMe students are

involved in the learning process.

involved in learning activities, the More they tend to learn
<DenhaM & LieberMan?

A consistently high rate of

1980).

student involveMent is one of the results frequently noted in
Mastery learning classes.

One such study found that students

in Mastery learning classes Maintained a high level of
involveMent throughout the

s~Mester

<Anderson, 1975).

Additional dividends have been noted in the areas of
attendance and discipline.

Under Mastery conditions,

students learn that the first test is not their only char1ce
at success.
stude11ts have

They find that tests are learning tools.
~ore

success under

~astery

Since

conditions?

attendance rates are usually higher that those of non-Mastery
classes <Clark, Guskey? & Bennina, 1983).

Most discipline

probleMs tend to occur after the first instructional unit has
Research by J. S. Kounin (1970) shows that a

been concluded.

vast Majority of discipline probleMs involve students who are
having
school.

acade~ic

difficulties and experience little success in

Mastery learning May d1·astically reduce classrooM

discipline probleMs by introducing success into the
classrooM.
Once decisions have been
iMpact of Mastery
~ad e.

learning~

Evaluation generally

~ade

on how to evaluate the

Meaningful coMparisons need to be
i~plies

a deterMination of

~erit

Mastery Learning
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or worth.

I n regard to Master y learning, we need to coMpare

the changes that result froM its use with those that were
previously attained.

Much of the research that has

previously been conducted and cited in this work was done
under strict control conditions.

I do not recoMMend this

procedur·e for the sMall school se tting.
shown Ma stery

learning~s

Research has already

positive iMpact.

Teachers who

experience success with Mastery will not wish to deny its
benefits to their other students.

CoMparison May be drawn

froM artifactual data froM previous years; e.g. grade book s ,
discipline records? and attendance records.

Current teacher

evaluations and student affect questionnaires May also be
utilized.
These coMparative evaluations May be conducted in the
following
1.

areas~

The average suMMative exaMination score for
Mastery vs. non-Mastery classes.

2.

The proportion of stude nt s receiving various
letter grades in Ma s tery vs.

non-Mastery

settings.
~ffective

3.

An average of the

Mea s ur es.

4.

A coMparison of the variation in exaMination
scores? course grades and affective Measures.

Mastery Learning
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CHAPTER 4
~Q~Ql

The call for educational
proliferation of
these proposed
e~erge

fro~

progra~s,

re~edies

r·efor~

has brought about a

ideas. and procedures.

Many of

suggest how public education can

the perceived doldruMs of the past to provide

vital and effective institutions for the future.
Unfortunately, in Marly school s , districts, and states,
educational
progra~s;

r·efor~

all

is seen as a long succession of different

iMple~ented

at the saMe tiMe in the

Many educators criticize this

syste~,

na~e

of

saying that

educatiorlal reforM is no reforM at all but siMply a call for
~ore

of the

sa~e;

which never worked in the past anyway.

Past experience indicates that trickle down educational
refor~s

and state board

~andates

have little

Opposition to the iMposition of new

~andates

i~pact.

becoMes

entrenched at the local level, particularly when ftJnds do
not accoMpany the Mandates.
the~e

exists

a~ongst

A refreshing change froM this

sc:hools which have sought to take the

best of effective schools research, the effective teaching
researctl,

~astery

learning and

outco~e-based

schooling, and

put this Material into a unified systeM that addresses the
refor~

of public education froM the grass roots level.

This

chapter centers on one district's atteMpt to tie together
the Many eleMents of staff

develop~ent,

teacher evaluation,

Mastery Learning
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curriculu~

reforM, high expectations for students, and

leader s hip style to forM a systeMatic approach to education.
It is hoped that by exaMining this district's atteMpts
at a lc>cal solution readers will better understand the
benefits of

outco~e-based

Mastery learning.

education which has its roots in

OutcoMe-based education requires data-

based decisions about instruction that are adapted to each
student's current learning

l~vel.

assign~ents

be gathered frequently and tied

are based

~ust

AssessMent data on which

to the goals of the instructional prograM.

Students' goals

becoMe More personal and less coMpetitive as the systeM
allows students sufficient tiMe and opportunity to learn.
fbJlg§ggbi£~1 Er§~i§~

The following

pre~ises

for~

the basis of organization

and decision Making processes=
1.

Al~ost

all students are capable of achieving

excellence in learning the essentials of forMal
schooling.
2.

Success influences self-concept; self-concept
influences learning and behavior.

3.

The instructional process can be changed to iMprove
learning.

4.

Schools can

MaxiMi~e

the learning conditions for

all students by=
a.

establishing a school cliMate which continually

t1 a s t e r· y L. E~ a r· n :i n g

3B

affin'1~:;

the wor·th an<j dignity of all

b.

specifying expected learning

c.

expecting that all student

students~:

outco~es;

at high

perfor~

levels of learning;
d.

insuring that all students experience
opportunities for personal success;

e.

varying the

ti~e

for learning according to the

the needs of each student and the

co~plexity

of the tasl< \i
f.

having staff and students take responsibility
for successful learning

g.

deter~ining

instructional

through continuous
l€~arning:;

h.

outco~es;
assign~ents

assess~ent

directly

of student

and

certifying educational progress whenever
de~onstrated

~astery

is assessed and validated.

QM1f9~~=~~~~~ 1n§!rMfiign~1 §x§!~~~!
~n~ EL~~ti~~

Eri~~r

<Murphy, 1984, pg. 3)

I:QD.9. 13.~lrl9.~~ t:L~n

"If you don't know where you're going, odds are you'll
end up not getting there."
It is the writer's perspective that excellent schools
can be

co~pared

with excellent businesses.

porations place a high value on the input
Thus,

fro~

front line

in the district's organization heavy

Mastery Learning

eMphasis is laid upon teacher input into decision Making.
The d is trict has adopted the ASCD Quality Circle decision
Ask :i. n~J school
staff MeM bers to participate in instructional decision
Making sounds like a good idea.

But for the Most

part~

participatory decision Makiny has failed in Most schools.
The rea s ons are clear.
'b"ain:in~~

First, Many sc hool leaders lack the

to f<:tcil:i.tah::o gl"OUp

di~;;cussicms.

school adMinistrators and teacher tire quickly froM
unstructured Meetings that accoMplish to little and waste
toO

I''IUC:

h t

:i.I'IB"

Third, too Many recoMMendations for school

iMproveMents Made by study COMM ittees go unanswered.

All

these reasons contribute to faculty and adMinistrative
disenchantMent with participa-tion in school decisions.
Qualil':y

cil"C:l.E~s ' cll"t:·)

a vol.untal-y Ql"C)Up of partj.c:ipants

that Meet on a regular basis to identify, analyze, and solve
instructional probleMs and iMprove the quality of
i n struction in that school.

Quality circles are a decision-

Making tool that have proven their

effectiveness in

correcting the weaknesse s of participatory decision Making.
Th:i.s j.s

be-)C<:ll.lS€)

s'h"tH: tun~s

a,.

E•

le-)clders and c:il"C:l.e l'lerlbeJ-s al-e

traine::~d;

est ab 1 :i she-~d and Methods used that gua ,.. a ntee

results in specified tiMes; and a MechanisM is set to ensure
that every recoMMendation receives a definite answer.
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The quality circle

idea~

conceived by University of

Chicago efficiency engineer Edward DeMing, was adopted by
the Japanese in the early 1960's as a Method to iMprove
productivity, Motivation and quality control.

Within a

decade, AMerican coMpanies such as Honeywell, Lockheed
Aircraft, and Burlington Industries seized upon the Method.
Since then, the quality circle approach has succeeded in
banks.}

hosp:itals~

indu~:>tT:i.al

plants <)nd schools thl.. oughout

the United States"
The school version of quality circles is an adaptation
of the original Japanese Method"

Because schools do not

pl-oduc<? "hard products" but the.:- less tangible "growt·h and
developMent of students," instructional quality circles are
structured to renew faculty efforts for iMproving
instruction within each school"

Though there are Many state

Mandates to satisfy, the instructional prograM is designed
a n cl

l" e v

i

sf:~ cl

b y 't: <:·~a c ll <:) l" s •

Excellent coMpanies know in which business they plan to
coMpete; they have a Mission"

Fostering students'

learning

by effectively and efficiently iMpleMenting the district's
instructional prograM is the district Mission.

Through the

developMent of their instructional objectives and the plans
for evaluating the prograM, the Mission stateMent is turned
into pl-act:ical obj<-?ct:i.ves ..

Mastery Learning

4:l
Excellent coMpanies stay close to the custoMer and seek
to serve their needs.

Student achieveMent is the priMary

Mission of an outcoMe-based school.

Mastery learning

schools view students progress as a function of perforMance,
not a function of til'lE) ..
Successful businesses also use long range planning and
to din.;)ct: their· pcl't:h ..

objt::~ctivc~s

op h y t h at

a

vJ i

d e r a n g <0 o f

It is the writer's philos-

p o t: en t :L a 1

f u t u ,- t~ ~; ,

s o l'l <0 p o s :i t :i. v E·~

and soMe negative, exist; careful decision Making can
deterMine which of those futures becoMe reality.

Thu~>?

the

following three-phase plan of iMpleMentation was developed
as a f:ixst step.
Chester CoMMunity Unit District 1139
Three Phase OBE

lMple~entation

Flow Char·t

t'.I:.H:l~'?. ~ J;. -·
F'a1.. t

!.11?.:. t?.:. ~ L

L'.'llU.:.§?.'.~~-~tllt. ~rt t ~l n

I

1.

Introduce OBE principles to staff and Board
of Educa·r::ion ..

2.

Inservice principals and Board on goal setting
and developing a Vision.

3.

Develop OBE iMpleMentation policy with Board.

4.

SysteMatically collect Materials on
Bast::-)d Education.

Outco~e

Master·y Learning
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Analyzf:~ ..

(S<:~E.'

Appendix B)

6.

AdMinister a school cliMate survey.

1.

ForM district and building CORE Groups froM
v o 1 u n ·t f? e \.. s ..

2.

Develop OBE

i~ple~entation

plan with CORE

Gr·oup and Pr·:inc:ipals based on a P\odel "change"
proc:E-~ss

3.

4..

Organize

docu~entation

basE~ line

d at: <:l ..

procedures to establish

Choose teachers to develop and deliver OBE
pilot

5.

..

unit~> ..

Inservice pilot teachers on effective teaching
strategies and Mdstery Learning techniques.

6..

ForM staff coMMittees to articulate priority
subject areas and to write learner outcoMe
object:ivt"'s"

1.

Begin

i~pleMentation

of pilot units using

staff volunteers.

,, "
,:..

Collect test results of pilot units.

CoNp .:~re

with test results collected before pilots.
3..

Analyze student perforMance in pilot unit s and
pool staff reactions to their experience.
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4.

Set OBE project priorities in relation to
district resources and pilot results.

Relate

these priorities to sta ff developMent.
5.

Provide release tiMe for developMent of
learner objectives by subject area priority.

6.

ForM OBE Mentor TeaMs (coaches) for each
coMponent of the OBE Project .

f~r:!

.1
1.

Begin inservice of Mentor TeaMs.

2.

Have subject area teachers develop course
outcoMes and learner objectives .

3.

Plan activities for staff release tiMe,
planning? research, and involveMent in

OBE project coMponents.
fb~~g

11

= g~Q!D~ing

fji!ifiD!ti9D !g

~I!~t~

the ~Iiti£~1

.E'sr! J
1.

Begin iMpleMentation of pilot uni t using
staff volunteers.

2.

Collect test results of pilot un its .

3.

Analyze student perforMance in pilot units
and pool staff reactions to the experience.

1.

Set OBE project priorities in relation to
district resour ces and pilot results.
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2u

Continue to provide release tiMe for
developMent of learner outcoMes and
objectives by s ubject area priority.

3.

ForM OBE Mentor TeaMs (coaches) for
each coMponent of the OBE project.
<Effective teaching strategies, Mastery
L.e)d r n :i.

nn .,

~.:~tc

.. )

1.

Continue inservice of Mentor TeaMs ..

2u

Start an OBE Newsletter on OBE success,
research? and staff activities.

3u

Pldn activities for staff release tiMe,
planning, research and involveMent in

OBE project coMponents.

f' .~~ .r.t .1
1.

Provide workshop opportunities for Mentor

2.

Continue writing and refining learner
outcoMes and objectives .

3.
t~!~~

LLL

Progress report to the Board of Education.

= ~i~~nin~

t~~ ~iL~L!

1:~~1c·.t ~-

1.

Expand staff participation in OBE activities
through Mentor teaMs and district workshops .

Mastery Learning

2.

Continue Mentor TeaMs training and coaching

3.

Begin aligning current
outco~es

4.

curriculu~

to course

and learner objectives.

Review course

outco~es

and learner objectives

that were written earlier.

1.

Continue Mentor TeaM activities for each OBE
Create a

c t'H'l p o n f? lYt: ..
~ent

2.

~entor

assessMent instru-

on effective teaching.

Start CORE Group on the

develop~ent

district teaching

based on research of

~odel

of a

effective strategies.
3.

Conduct a staff survey on attitudes and
progress toward OBE coMponents to help plan

4.

Consider

school schedule for

~odifying

accot'll'loclat::i.n9 "c:ol"l-ecti.ves" and

1.

Plan OBE workshops for all staff for followi ng school

2.

"enl-ic:hl'lE~nt:."

Conduct a

y<::·~ar.

coM~unity

survey to assess attitudes

tow a,.. d OBF.:.

3.

Begin

develop~ent

of assessMent instruMent
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to iMprove teacher effectiveness (for Mentor
Teat'lS).
4 ..

Re-adMinister school cliMate survey.
Should the coMMitMent to OBE be continued.

1.:::.~. r..t

1
1..

Select teaMs of teachers to define course
outcoMes and learner objectives for the next

2.

Provide staff with ODE workshops and prograMs.

3.

Select an "Initiation" teaM froM aMong
district teachers to provide OBE workshops for
clll

n<:-~w

t:l7!achel··s "l::o the distr·:i.c:t • .N!?~

t s~.~!. Et!.~.U~}. '1 ?.J:.!.
4.

Q. ~ !::.~ g ~ ;h l:.~~l

t.9..

P._ !~Xt. ~~.£;.!J~f!. t. fJ. •

Progress report to the Board of Education by

OBE leadership group.
5.

Relate the forMative aspects of teacher
eva 1 u a t :i on p 1 an ..

6.

Organize inservice prograMs on forMative
aspects of evaluation of teaching.

tlt~l::.l.~~t~9.~

e.Lf:tn.

New state-wide deMands and subsequent changes in the
state's philosophy as expressed in the educational reforM
p a c: k a ~J f:~ o f

l 9 H5 h a v <~~ b E~ f.-) n :i. n c: or· p o ,- a t e cl

i n to t: h e-~ o v e r· a 11

The following Model
for· a reguldr inservic:e and staff developMent plan has been
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:L ns t :t tu h.'Hj ..
JD§~!Yif§ E!99!~~

12ftfl=§2 -

~b~§tgr Pi~!!if! !1~2

In order to provide quality prograMs a n d iMprove
curriculuM and instruction for the students of Ch ester
Co MMun ity Unit District 1139? teachers and adMinistrators
will

NE-~·=~t

11\0llt:h

1y

f

Ol"

i

n s<:~ l- vic:<~~

..

School will be di s Missed

early the third Wednesday of each Month to provide a
for i n service training.

ti~e

As a vehicle for the inservice,

teachers will be assigned to a quali t y circle for training
a nd probleM solving.
N :i n <~ q u a 1 :i. t y c: :i. l" c 1 <-::· s h a v ~::- b <7J f:! n e s t a b 1 i

~;; h e d "

Th<.:>ir

titles an d brief description of each quality circle 1 s charge
follows::

High §fh291

LflD9Y~9§ Dr!~

- Review current high school

curriculuM and i MpleMent changes necessitated by the
structural cha ng e.
~C~~~ ~£~QQL ~~n~~~~~ ~Lt~

-

Revie w current curriculuM

and disseMinate info rM ation to other sta f f MeNbers
concern:in~.:J

dh:;tt·ict obj<;)ct:ives and develop rec011\Nenda-

tions for iNpleMentation.
ass<~Jssr\ent

De ve lop a K-8 learner

plan.

§y~§tflnfg a~Y§~ frgY~D!iYD g~yf~!i9D

- Review and

evaluate the effectiveness of district prograMs.
~!fl~g

§fh991

~~!b

- Review c urrent curriculull\ and

disseMinate inforMation to other staff MeMbers
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concerrling di str ict learner objectives and develop
recoMMendations for iMpleMentatio n.
learner

assess~ent

§£i~n~~

-

local

plan.

IMpr·ove curriculuM articulation and develop a

assess~ent

plan for district learner objectives.

~Q£~ti2n~L ~~M£~iiQU

district

Develop a K-8

-

Continuation of alignMent of

wi th Educatio n for EMployMent.

progra~s

-

§~~~i!L ~~~£!tiQU

review special education policies

and procedures.
~~~~[ti~~ ~i~~i~L~n~

to,

-

instruction in, and

Provide staff with orientation
t~pleMentation

of the

principles of assertive discipline.
~~~tgrx L~~!n~ng

-

IMpleMent Mastery learning

procedures.
Student achieveMent has been Made the Main focus of
this plan.

District-wide articulation of the curriculuM

with state Mandated learner objectives at grades 3, 6, 8 and
11 and the developMent of local criterion - referenced

assessMent

~rocedures

are also central to the plan.

Inter-

twined wi th achieveMent of the conceptual Model of iMpleMentation are four supporting areas=
staff developMent and orgarlization.
directed by a fifth area,

leadership.

cliMate,

instruction,

All of these are
School cliMate refer s

to good discipline policies, an open environMent, anrl an
active involveMent of parents dnd the coMMunity.
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I n ~:; t r u c t :i on r· <-? f f~ r· s t

C)

<-)

c: o or· d :i n <:\ted i n s t ,- u c "l: :i. on a 1 p r· o Hr· a 1'\

which uses the classrooM techniques that research has
indicated May le ad to greater learni ng on the pa rt of
students ..

Staff developMent refers to an ongoing

prograM for all staff.

syste~atic

Organization refers to a balanced

curriculuM and stude nt s u pport se rvices t hat foc u s on
:i. P\ p ,- o v i n g st u dent a c h :i e v <~PH~ n t ..
r· (~ r:; p o n s i b :i. 1 i t i

Leaders h ip highlights key

f o r· t h E~ s c.: h o o 1 b o a ~- cl ,

€·~ s

b u :i. J. cl i n g

adMinistration and teaching facu lt y in carrying out the
other four areas ..
§fb§~ MJJng

fgr

Mj§t~rx

One of the greatest barrier s to successful :i Mpl eMe n tatio n of the Ma stery learn ing Model has b een t i Me ManageMent
f or the

re~ediation

a nd

enr:ic h~ ent

process.

Th e high school

ha s adapted a da ily class sc hedllle which institutionalizes
the reMediatio n process.

The building operates on 8 periods

with each period being 48

~inutes

i n length.

The last 30

Min utes of the regular s chool days is a tutorial p eriod.
The period is utilized for
<~ n r· :i. c

h 1'\ f? n t ..

re~ediation

(reteach? retest) and

All teacher s and all st uden ts a re available at

this ti 1'\(~~ ..
Cross (Phi Delta Kappan,
pict ure of

~any

1984) describes an unfortunate

of t he educational reforM initiatives.

cites siMple- Minded approaches to
~andate s

co~plex

on eve r y aspect of schooli ng ,

proble~s,

She

top-down

quick-fix plans for
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long

·l:<~l.. l'l

problel'lS and

-soMeone to blaMe"

l:ing<~l..

ing desir·e to find the bad guy

According to Cross, education reforM can

only survive and succeed at the local level by being
a d I'd. n :i. s t <:-n.. e cl w). t h a J. a qJ &~ cl o s E~ o f c o ''' l'l em s e n s •~ •
The use of coMMon sense :is tied to the need f or Making
school reforM a practical activity that can succeed in a
local !:>chool"

The writer believes school reforMers need to

be driven hy the actual operation of the school and not by
tiH::>ory ..

Educators who want to iMpleMent outcoMe-based

educati o n can avoid drastic changes that sacrifice the
Using coMMon sense enables
adMini s trators to Move toward an outcoMe-based prograM
without destroying the support of teachers, parents or
students"

To encourage the concept of coMMon sense? the

following factors are
:1."

Ch<:lnqf.·~

i~'>

eMphasized~

natural and no

ch<Hl£te OCCUl.. S"

em~:~

!:;hou l d be bli:ll'lecl whEm

When the change process becoMes

natural and teachers Meet on a regular basis to
plan for
2 ..

ch<:tn9~?'1

:it :i.s not so thre<d:-ening"

Expectations Must b0 reasonable.

Exp£-~c:tations

for·

teachers should be analyzed and adjustMents Made
Likewise, student expectations
Must be reaso n able"

High expectations are a MUst

but a J. one c: a nnot

c: Dl'le :i. na cl E~ quat<?. b a c: k ~J 1.. ou ncl

and pl.. epal.. at:ion ..

DV€·~ r

ReMediation plans Must be in
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place for t hose wt\o do not achieve
3.

Truth in report i ng is critica l.
accurately repo r t

~a ste ry.

Ed uc ators

~u st

and a nalyze both successes ar\d

fail ur es.
Be flexible within t h e
the

syste ~

syste ~ .

Flexibility within

requires the principal to recognize that

there is a happy MeditAM between strict adherence
to the
5.

syste~

and total ignorance of the

syste~ .

Expect s u ccess , but be prepared to act when
nec essary .

Educators too oft en deve lo p the perfect

instructional plan, only to destroy it when it doe s
no t

succeed.

The failure by a few st ud e n ts or a

few teachers wi ll lead so Me to believe th at no
instructional

~anage~ent

plan c a n wo rk and that we

we n eed to return to the past wh en the teacher
alone ruled instruction, with the

classroo~

door

clos ed and students a s the s ole o b servers (Saterfiel,

1985).

A final exaMple of the u s e of coM Mo n se n se can be
de~onstrated

relativ~

to high expecta tion s .

There are a

nuMber of st udie s that indicate h ig h expectations that
pr op erly challenge students

~ ake

a dif ferenc e.

Yet

so~e

students, who have neither ba c kground nor preparation to
attack a particular area, will fail.
proper preparation will no t

Challenges without

lead to s uccess.

However~
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placing the student at an appropriate level in the
curriculu~

is often interpreted by

low expectations for student
co~~on

so~e

educators as having

perfor~ance.

Educators who use

sense know that high expectations do not conflict

with plans to deal with those who do not succeed.

To the

contrary, having an alternative plan for those who are not
successful represents true high expectations and a
co~~itMent

to

~ake

success occurs.

a second and third effort to see that

When students finally

expectations high, but
of

co~Mon

not only are

is high as well.

The use

sense in such situations allows a local school to

grow with the
education

achieve~ent

succeed~

refor~s

progra~

associated with an outcoMe-based

instead of riding the

boo~

or bust cycle.

Mastery Lean1i ng
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AMerican educator's recognize their re sponsibility to
help students learn.
achieveMent~

In an effort to

i~prove

student

schools have adapted a nuMber of changes.,

:Lnc luding Plor·<? l"iqor·ous cur· r :icula ,

an

incr·ea~:; •~

of courses required for graduation, and a

in

th<·~

Move~ent

nuJllb<~r·

for higher

teacher salaries .
Further, a

nu~ber

the effectiveness of

of

~an age~ent

s~aller

experts are advocating

business units.

WaterMan (1982)

noted the advantages in their book,

Qf

"The point of

~~~~LL@ll~~·

~anageability

and?

above all,

s~allness

1D

§§~!fh

is that it induces

co ~~itMent •••

St•la 11 n~~ss wor·l< s.

St•lall is beautiful."., tiH?Y wr :ib? ..
It has been the task of the writer to
O.B.E./Mastery learning

progra~

i~ple~ent

an

based upon the above Model

A belief in school-based ManageMent has
dictated instructional leadership style .
Within the

fra~ework

and given the li Mitations

of our O.B.E.
i ~po sed

iMpleMentation

~odel

upon the study, success can

To docuMent this success, the writer
includes artifactual evidence

fro ~

the current school year

and evidence gathered earlier.
B1~.2.uJ.l.2

The following are assessMent results taken after a
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seMester of work in Math classes using Mastery techniques.
The following forM to survey subject interest and acadeMic
self-esteeM wa s adopted froM Gu s key

(1985)

(see Appendices C

and D).
Interest is a feeling that iMpels a person to seek out
things

<And<~r·s<Jn~

:t<i'H:l>.

Persons who are interested in a

subject want to find out Mor e ab out the subjec t, want to
understand it better, or want to enhance their skills in that
A person ' s subjective pe rception of hiM or herself as
a learner in acadeMic settings is referred to as acadeMic
<Anderson? 1981).

SoMeone with positive

acade Mic self-esteeM feel s confident and self-assured in
learning si tuations? wh ile soMeone with negative self-esteeM
feels incoMpetent and uncert ain.
The results of the survey s how student respon ses in
diverse levels of Math.

The figures are divided by the

percentage of students responding to each choice.
nuMerical coMparison has been drawn by the
coMpare positive to negative responses.
has been eliMinated.

A

re s~archer

to

The Middle response

The conclusions are expressed as a

fraction with the positive responses recorded a s the
nuMerator and the neg ative responses as the denoMinator.
Fractions where the nuMerator is larger than the denoMinator
In all areas except
three, the responses forM a positive integer.

Most:

Mastery Learning
.... ,...
~);J

iMportantly, all integers on the
indicator are positive.
learnings

i~pact

acade~ic

Assu~ptions

self-estee~

Made concerning

~astery

on the affective doMain appear to be valid.

Subject Interest - Vocational Math
1..

66/16

2..

6:l/2"7

!5.

44/44

t::•

61/:1.6

1::"

38/~57

AcadeMic Self-EsteeM - Vocational Math
1 ..

72/(t)

72/16

2.

~3 "

72/:l:l

Sub je-~ct I nt er· est:
1 ..

72/20

.....

63/16

'")

:3.

4.

-

27/0

,J"

AJ. g etn· a I I

3(//24

4.

46/:31

,J"

Ac:ade-.'l'lic Se 1 f ·-·E s t<:H:~ I'l ·- Algebl"cl I I
1.

!7i9/:l3

,.,
._,.

6~":)/22

Subject
1 ..

100/0

2.

~3 w

(JCj>j(J

Inte1·~:~st

70/0

:3.

:30/0

4.

:::;2/ 10

1:'

,.)

"

"74/4

- Math IV
4.

50/:l0

.J .

90/10

·=·

:lv.lV)/0

I:"

Ac: a cl et'l i c: Sel f···Este~er1 - Math IV
1 ..

70/0

2 ..

70/0

teac h -test-reteach units.

:•5

II

70/0

4.

~:;li.)/(i)

"J

n

The quiz, reMed iation exercise and

re-quiz were all designed to te s t the pre-deterMined
objectives..

As shown in the saMple

fro~

Algebra II, this

insures that the teacher is testing what he/she taught and
that the assessMent Mea sures are truly parallel <see Appendi x

E> ..
After coMplet ing the above Mastery unit, the following
results were obtained as shown in Table 1 below.

Mastery L.earning
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Algebra 11 - ForMative Re-Test Chapter 5
Student

Before

After

Gain

S.R.

60

90

30

CuM.

60

95

35

K.P.

90

95

~

NuM.

80

90

10

J.C.

85

100

15

E"B.

60

90

30

J.B.

7~
J

100

'J

J.S.

65

95

30

K.E.

80

90

10

T.J.

60

95

3~
J

J

~~

Average gain 22.5%
100% retaking showed gain.
-

100% at Mastery after re-take (eliMinate failure).

- 50% retaking already were at Mastery (upward MoveMent on
grade scale C

-> B, B -> A>

CoMparisons of success in Mastery learning classes are
drawn by coMparing the percentage of students who receive a
satisfactory grade <C or higher) with non-Mastery classes.
The ensuing Table 2 coMpares percentages of students
successful in all levels of Math prior to Mastery with
current success percentages
conditions.

und~r

Mastery learning

Mastery Learning

I.§l.!:!.Jg

.._
'")

Class

p,.. i ())..

Cu,-l.. ent

Vocationctl. Math

:2:.;.~%

71.%

Appl:ied Math

22%

63%

A l9 <'~b 1.. a I

61.%

f.LI. r.

Alq<~bl-<:l

35%

90%

GE-~ Ol'l <:·~ t: r y

66%

04%

Math IV

<;>Q)%

:L V.10Y.

.

II

Further evidence of the success of
d <-:~ 1'1 on 5 t

1.. a

ted b y two r· f? c <~ n t

5

t a t: :i !:> t i c s •

~astery

learning is

Twenty-seven percent

of the student population achieved a grade point average of
3.0 on a scale of 4.0.

More iMportantly the percentage of

students receiving unsatisfactory grades were reduced by

Mastery learning eMphasizes the iMportance of getting
all students to learn the Material in each unit to a high
stanclal.. d,.

In this

'.~Jay

all stud <'·~nts have the p 1- f.·~l-<"' qui!!; i te!:>

for each succeeding level.
learning class ill prepared.
the Material

fro~

These students have not learned

previous classes very well and are

inadequately prepared for the current course.
on procedures that

~ight

L.eyt:on'1 s data

be used to enhance entry skills of

ill prepared students were utilized.
a brief period at the beginning of a

He believed that taking
ter~

to identify and

then reteach these necessary skills Might greatly enhance

Mastery Learning
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students' learning in the course.
that

Leyton designed a study

fm.u.. fJr·oups of <;;tuclents.

involvEC~d

These students were

treated with four conditions; conventional instruction,
conventional with review,
learning with review.
EC~I'"tployecl
the~

learning and

When conventional

of i::he stud€,•nts

p~n-c:ent

f.l

~astery

~ethods

only were

Plclstery.

attainr~cl

qJ-oup wiH;:.r·e conv<:.•ntional :instn.lction

~astery

wa~:;

In

cot•lb:inc.:,:.d \.odth

Forty-three percent of
students taught under Mastery learning conditions achieved

percent of the students achieved Mastery.

Co~bining

Mastery

learning with an early review of the pre-requisites for the
class

rc;.•sultf~d

in

a

r1aster·y ratE-:·) rlor·e than

treat~ent

tit•H?~:;

The fourth condition is essentially

conventional Methods"
the Mastery

s€~VEHI

applied to the district's Math

s t:ud c;.~nt~; ..

B~~ ~; .9..~f}.!:?.Dr!.~ 1".;.~ .9.nj]}
As a result of this study, the researcher
t·hat f)duc:ator·s cc>nC:f:)r·n the-)J''tSf:)lvc:·)S with
structured and
(3)

~ake

decisions,

(2)

(1)

recoM~ends

how schools <:n·c.:,:.

the process of change, and

the way in whictl teachers and students can increase the

aMount of

ti~e

Pl-iOl" to
learning the
plan of

spent on productive instruction.
at:tc~)J'lptinf.J

the") intt·ocluc:tion of l'laster·y

ad~inistrative

i~ple~ent:ation.

teaM should design a long range

The plan should be reviewed yearly;

Mastery Learning

accoMplishMents noted and adjustMents Made.

Equally

essential is the adoption of the outcoMe-based education
Mission stateMent and philosophy.
It is also iMportant that baseline data is accuMulated
prior to the beginning of Mastery learning iMpleMentation.
Only in this way can any type of control group be established
for evaluating Mastery learning's iMpact.

The adMinistrator

should use these to certify success.
Staff developMent
and clis·t:t-ic:t:

financ:€~5

resour~es,
bE·~

PH.lst

Mastery iMpleMentation.

district inservice tiMe

<::OJ\lPlitt·ecl to the

fur·thE-~r·ing

of

Those who adMinister and guide

Mastery learr1ing iMpleMentation Must keep their eyes on the
goals on the
This is

t:ht:~

horizon~

not the iMMediate potholes in the road.

·function of ·thE·!

in the district's Model.

to !'lake short ter· ·,,l

t:hr·<~~e

phase

plan

j.t'lpl<:~t'lEmtation

The yearly inservice Model is used

col-l"t'~ct:i.on •

.~~ -~~ .r~ £) ~~ .r: :t.
Teachers are generally skeptical of innovations in
E~cluc:ation ..

Their experience indicates that Many innovations

pr·ove iMpractical for use in classrooM settings.
panacea they are described to be.
in

thf?!

S<~I'H?)

Ft?W

are th<·:-.•

Many view Mastery learning

W-0Y•

Yet Mastery learning Makes no pretense for being an
educational cure-all.
it will not solve.

There are Many classrooM probleMs

Mastery learning by itself will not solve

Mastery Learning
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all the probleMs of disruptive or poorly Motivated sttJdents.
It does offer a very useful tool that incorporates Many
eleMents of effective teaching.

It can help teachers

organize their instruction and i nsure congruence between
their teaching and evaluating st udent's learning.
way for teachers to have

~ore

It is a

students experience success in

their learning.
~astery

Few teachers initially beli eve that
will bring about significant

i~proveMents

especially veteran teachers.

learning

in their classes,

It takes actual results in

their classes to convince teachers that

~astery

learning

works.
Mastery learning

ste~s

potential of education.

froM an

opti~istic

view of the

It stresses that all students can

learn very well when appropriate conditions are provided.
Educators

~ust

~astery

not fall into the trap of believing

lear ning will teach all to be nuclear physicists or
novelists.

However~

all students can learn to read and

coMprehend, can learn to solve

proble~s

requiring

co~puta

tiorlal skills and can learn to write in a clear and concise
~anner.

There is little doubt that education i s one of the

~ost

difficult and challenging professions.

The responsibilities

of educator's often seeM overwhelMing.

Teachers not only

1nfluence what their students learn, they also shape

6:l

students? attitude toward learning and theMselves as
learner·su
~astery

ThE' thn.tst of this field study has been to

COI1lbine

learning with other research on effective schools to

deMonstrate the power of Mastery learning.
offers teachers a powerful tool that increases their
effectiveness in helping More of their students gain the
po!:;ittvr.)

bt:-)nE)fit~:>

of

l<:~arn:i.n~J

<.:>uc:ces<.:>.

The Mastery learning process outlined here or elsewhere
It May not cause all students to learn
everything they are taught.

But there is strong evidence

froM the above results that it can reduce the variations
aMong students in terMs of their Mastery of specified
l.E~clr·ning

ou tc Ol'le~:;.

outc:oi'l€·)S,J and i t can

~Jl .. eatly

:i.nc:r·t~asc~

lea1.. n:i.ng

Mastery Learning
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of

AnalRul.E~s

:inc:ipl.es
F'l"

Fac:t:s

&

& F'l" o·c eel u l" c;~s

&

Tl-ans -

Appl:i-
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Syn··-

lations

c:.:lticms

t:h~~sis

F'l'"OCE~SS
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AppEmd:ix Br.
1.

Prediction Guide

Most kids can learn and have talents that can be
df?V(~loped.

2.

High expectations proMote excellence.

3.

Effective instruction decreases the need for

re~edia

t:ion ..
4..

When teachers and students are
learning~

opti~istic

about

More learning takes place.

5"

As coMpetition increases,

learning increases.

6.

An effective instructional prograM provides for the
needs of all pupils.

7"

Control is a cooperative student-teacher effort.

8.

An environMent of trust is More productive than one
based on

9.

f<:-~al"

..

Grouping should be based on
anc:<:·~

achieve~ent

and perforM-

..

10.

Me0ting objectives :is the basis for certification.

U. "

S t: u d f~ n t: s

c: a n l. ~:-~ell" n wc~ J. J. i n a stu d e n t: m- j, en ted

a t1•1osp h el- e.

12..

Chan~}e

13.

If students don't Master the

is natural and f:>l'loulcl follow a
~aterial

proc:E~ss.

the first

ti~e,

they probably won't do better on a second try.
14"

Reading strategies are needed only in classes which
specifically teach reading.
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App<·?ndix C::
D i 1" E·~c: t

Subject Interest

ions~

coMes closest to your feeling about each stateMent.

c

A

Not Sul-e

Str· on~~ 1 y

[

1)

Stl"Ong ly
J) :i. sa ~.11" <::~e

~1~)1- f.-)E~

1.

I would like to learn More about this subject.

2.

The things we learn in this class are interesting to Me.

3..

I would like to spend More tiMe in this class.

4.

I would like to take More classes on this subject.

5.

I enjoy doing extra work for this class.

AppE)nd:i.x :0::
D :i. \" <~c t :ions::

AcadeMic Self-EsteeM

Choose froM aMong the following responses the

one that coMes closest to your feeling about each stateMent .

c

D
D i SCl g l" f)e

St:l- onrJ l y

F

Strcmg ly
D:isagn?e

Ag n~e

1. ..

I aJ>l pl"OUcl of l'lY

2.

This is a subject that I understand easily.

3..

I usually do well on c:lass assignMents.

4.

The teacher often praises MY class work.

5.

I feel good Most of the

W01"1<

:i.n this c:lclss ..

ti~e

I aM in this c:lass.

Master·y Leanling
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~=

Assess~ent

Sa Mpl e

Algebra II Quiz
s :i l"lp 1 i f y

:l.

\/

:~ n

:i

:3..

\ / ·-B

4

n

(

-:l 2 B

+

2 + 7 i)

5,.

(3 + 3i )

6..

( 3 + \/

"?.

4 + !):i.

\/ ·---:l8
-·

(

- ~~

)

6 -

1 U .)

(20 - · \1 ··-2 )

1 + :i

8..

7
\ / 2 ·- 3 i

EXTI:O.:A CREI> :C T

3

A..

(\/ ·--4 )

B.

Show t hat these expressions are Multiplicative
:i. nv e l" S <~ s ..

5 -

4:i ;

5 + 4:i

41

12

Algebra

Re~ediation

1 ..

a ..

\I ·-······--·····"'
·-·9B

2 ..

Cl ..

i

3 ..

a.

\I - 27

b ..

- ·-·-·- ·-··\I -1.08

b ..

i

46

:l70

·-·-·-- ··-

--·----

+ \I -75

b.

-·-·-·\I - -2
0 + \ I ·-45

·-·--·-..-

4..

a..

<3 + 5i)

5.

a ..

<2 + 2:i)

6.

a.

(2 + \1 -2 )

(11 - \1 -5 )

b..

C3 + \1 ·-:3 )

( 9 -· \ I -6 )

·-·

b.

(4 ··- 2i)

(4 + 3:i)

2

7..

3 + 6t

a..

2 -

B.

2 -

i

.::·

a.

b•

...J

\1 5

\1 3

•3

Algebra II Re-Qu:iz

l..

\ I -·28f.l

3..

\ I -·24

4•

( 4 + 3 :i. )

!:).

(~'5

6 ..

( 4 + \ I -2 )

7..

4 + '7].

B.

·-

( 6 ·-· 4 i )

+ 5i)

4
\1

~'JS

-

i

i

( B ·-· \ I ·-· 5

)

-· i

-·

(:l:l -· 4:l)
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